
Instructions for Drawer 

Plastic Tab 

Remove the Drawer: 

I .Extend the drawer out completely; Then press the plastic tab up on the right and down 
on the left as the same time. As shown above. 

2.Pull the drawer out.
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Put the Drawer Back: 

I .Extend the slides out from the case completely. Then align the slides on the drawer in to 
the slide on the case as shown above. 

2. Push the drawer back. You may have to slide the drawer in and out several times in
order to properly align the ball bearings.
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To remove the drawer, fully extend the drawer and press the red
plastic tab, then lift up the drawer to move out.

Instruction for the Drawer with Self-Closing Slides

To install the drawer, please Fully extend the slides and align the slides
hook to the drawer hole as shown. then press the red plastic tab button
the drawer rails, Push the drawer back in.

Press these red  plastic tabs

Drawer rail
Hook

Drawer Bottom



Instruction for the File Drawer with Heavy Duty Ball Bearing Slides 

To remove the drawer, please remove the set screws on two sides of 
the drawers. Push the tab in toward the drawer and lift up the drawer 
to move out. 
To install the drawer, please extend the slides all the way out. Set the 
drawer box into cabinet rail and slide back so the drawer rail goes 
under the hook in cabinet rail. Then snap the tab into drawer rail and 
replace set screws. 

- Push this tab in
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-Set screw
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